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Understanding the cognitive and neuroimaging
bases underlying the detrimental impact
of sleep deprivation on reciprocity

Wenwen Yu,1,4 Jie Chen,1,4 Zhifei Kong,1 Wei Sun,1 Xiaolin Zhou,2,3 Lin Lu,1 Xiaoxue Gao,2,*

and Hongqiang Sun1,5,*
SUMMARY

Although the impact of sleep loss on social behaviors has been widely observed in recent years, the mech-
anisms underpinning these impacts remain unclear. In this study, we explored the detrimental effects of
sleep deprivation on reciprocity behavior as well as its underlying psychological and neuroimaging mech-
anisms by combining sleep manipulation, an interpersonal interactive game, computational modeling and
neuroimaging. Our results suggested that after sleep deprivation, individuals showed reduced reciprocity
behavior, mainly due to their reduced weights on communal concern when making social decisions. At
neural level, we demonstrated that sleep deprivation’s effects were observed in the precuneus (hyperac-
tivity) and temporoparietal junction, dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) (both hypoactivity), and
reduced reciprocity was also accounted for by increased precuneus-thalamus connectivity and DLPFC-
thalamus connectivity. Our findings contributed to the understanding of the psychological and neuroi-
maging bases underlying the deleterious impact of sleep deprivation on social behaviors.

INTRODUCTION

A good night’s sleep is beneficial to one’s physical and mental well-being.1,2 However, people are rarely able to ensure proper sleep every

night due to a variety of causes, such as poor sleeping habits, work pressure, the use of medications, medical illnesses and mental illnesses,

which cause sleep deprivation.3 Sleep deprivation has lately been considered as a ‘‘public health problem’’ by the Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention in the United States.4 Total sleep deprivation (TSD) not only affects individual cognitive functions, such as attention, vigilance,

and memory,5 but also raises the risk of physical diseases and mental illnesses.3,6 Recently, emerging research has demonstrated the detri-

mental impacts of TSD on social functions,7 such as causing lower empathy,8 decreased desire to engage in social interactions, reduced grat-

itude,9 social withdrawal,10 decreased helping behavior,11 increased immoral behaviors,12,13 and decreased trust and cooperation in social

dilemmas.14,15

Reciprocity is an ubiquitous social behavior in human society, which can be broadly defined as a social norm of responding to a positive (or

negative) action with another positive (or negative) action,16 and is essential to promote prosocial behaviors, mental health, and absorption

into society.17–19 Reciprocity has been used in social psychology to explain awide range of phenomena, such as altruism,20 interpersonal help-

ing21 and gift giving,22 and has received extensive attention from psychology, sociology, economics and neuroscience.23–25 Yet, to date, only

a few studies have investigated the influence of TSD on reciprocity. Two previous studies14,26 have explored this question using the trust

game, in which participants received the investment of an investor and decided how much to reciprocate. One study showed that TSD

did not significantly reduce participants’ reciprocity behavior (i.e., the amount given back to the investor) when participants were not informed

of the specific amount that the investor invested.26 The other one suggested that sleep restriction reduced participants’ reciprocity behavior

when the amount of investment was clear.14 However, these tasks could not dissociate the multiple motivations underlying the participants’

reciprocity behaviors or identify the specific motivation(s) that sleep loss impacts.

According to appraisal theory,27–31 receiving unsolicited favor may elicit different social emotions, which may ultimately affect the recip-

ient’s reciprocal behavior. Previous research has shown that human reciprocity may involvemultiple psychological concerns.32–34 Studies from

the perspective of economics have suggested that when making decisions of how to reciprocate others’ investments or giving, people
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Figure 1. Experimental design

The present study was a repeated-measure counterbalanced design with 40 participants. After either of two sleep sessions, levels of vigilance, subjective

sleepiness and affective state were measured, followed by a computerized task within the scanner and other computerized tasks outside scanner. PVT,

psychomotor vigilance test.
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consider not only the internal preferences for the welfare of others (the intrinsic utility of repaying others’ kindness) induced by others’ kind

intentions, but also external factors such as the pressure or obligation to reciprocate given the social norm of reciprocity.32 Extending this

notion, evidence from social psychology and social neuroscience have revealed two lines of social emotions that support the internal and

external motivations behind reciprocity. On the one hand, upon receiving altruistic favors, individuals commonly experience the feelings

of communal concern, i.e., gratitude and guilt,35–38 which motivates reciprocity that derived from the care for the benefactor.39,40 These feel-

ings of communal concern support the internal motivation of reciprocity. On the other hand, when receiving favors with strategic intentions

(e.g., expecting repayment), individuals commonly experience the sense of obligation,41–45 whichmotivates reciprocity driven by the external

pressure of social norms.46–49 Which psychological concern(s) of reciprocity does sleep deprivation impact? What are the neuroimaging

mechanisms that contribute to these impacts? These questions remain largely unclear.

In this study, we combined TSD manipulation, an interpersonal interactive task, a computational modeling and neuroimaging to address

above questions. Specifically, after either of two sleep manipulations (TSD or sleep-rested (SR)), 40 participants finished measuring levels of

vigilance, subjective sleepiness and affective state, followed by the first part of the interpersonal interactive task within the scanner and other

parts of tasks outside the scanner (Figure 1). In the interactive game, participants received favors from benefactors with altruistic or strategic

intentions, and decided howmuch to reciprocate (Figure 2). Individuals made trade-off between two emotional motivations, i.e., the feelings

of communal concern (gratitude and guilt) and the sense of obligation, to determine howmuch to reciprocate after receiving favors. First, we

examined the effects of one night of sleep deprivation on the reciprocity behavior and underlying psychological mechanisms. We hypothe-

sized that participants would be more likely to return less money to the benefactor and are less likely to bemotivated by social emotions (i.e.,

communal concern and obligation) in response to benefactors’ help following TSD. Second, the current study explored the underlying neuro-

imagingmechanisms by which one night of experimental sleep loss reduced reciprocity behavior.We hypothesized that TSDwould adversely

impact the activation and functional connectivity of reciprocity-related regions.
RESULTS

Validation of sleep deprivation manipulation

Results showed that participants reported significantly higher scores of Karolinska Sleepiness Scale (KSS) (Z = 5.35, p < 0.001) and visual

analog scale (VAS) (Z = 5.15, p < 0.001) (Table S1) in TSD session than that in sleep-rested (SR) session, indicating a significantly higher level

of sleepiness after TSD. Participants missed significantly more targets (Z =�5.21, p < 0.001) and responded more slowly in Psychomotor Vig-

ilance Test (PVT) (t39 = 7.88, p < 0.001) (Table S1), reflecting significantly lower vigilance in TSD session than in SR session. These results vali-

dated our manipulation of sleep deprivation.

From the perspective of basic cognition, consistent with previous studies,12,13,15,50 participants reported decreased positive affect

(t39 = �9.62, p < 0.001) and increased negative affect (Z = 4.10, p < 0.001) in Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) (Figure S1).
Effects of total sleep deprivation on reciprocity behavior and psychological bases in favor-receiving context

We tested the effect of TSD on reciprocal behavior by conducting 2 (Sleep manipulation: TSD vs. SR)3 2 (Condition: Repayment impossible

vs. Repayment possible) two-way repeatedmeasures ANOVA using the amount of reciprocity in each trial. Results revealed a significant main

effect of Sleepmanipulation on the amount of reciprocity (F1,39 = 9.40, p = 0.004), with participants following TSD reciprocating less money to

benefactor after receiving help (mean difference =�0.70G 0.23, 95% confidence interval (CI) = [�1.17,�0.24], p = 0.004). There was nomain

effect of Condition (F1,39 = 0.09, p = 0.766) or interaction effects (F1,39 = 1.02, p = 0.319) (Figure 3A).
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Figure 2. Detailed procedure of the interactive task

In each trial, the benefactor decided how much of their endowment to spend (i.e., benefactor’s cost) to reduce the participant’s noise duration. The more the

benefactor spent, the shorter the duration of noise stimulus. Participants indicated how much they thought the benefactor expected them to reciprocate (i.e.,

second-order belief of the benefactor’s expectation for repayment). Participants accepted their help and could reciprocate by allocating monetary points to the

benefactor. Unbeknownst to participants, benefactors’ decisions were pre-determined by the computer program. We manipulated the perception of the

benefactor’s intentions by providing extra information about whether the benefactor knew that the participant could (i.e., Repayment possible condition) or

could not (i.e., Repayment impossible condition) reciprocate after receiving help.
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Moreover, in order to test whether the reduction in reciprocity behavior caused by sleep deprivation was related to sleepiness and

affective state, we performed correlation analysis. The change in reciprocity behavior was not significantly related to change in sleepiness

(r = �0.05, p = 0.784, Figure S2A) or affective states (positive affect: r = 0.17, p = 0. 305, Figure S2B; negative affect: r = �0.07, p = 0. 674;

Figure S2C). Thus, the adverse effects of TSD on reciprocity behavior do not appear to be adequately explained by changes in sleepiness

or affective state.

To quantitatively capture the effect of TSD on different emotional motivations behind reciprocity and reciprocal behavior, a computational

modeling approach was applied (Equation 1).34 The utility of each behaviorU(DB)wasmodeled based on the competing latent motivations of

self-interest, communal concern (guilt and gratitude), and obligation using Equation 1 (see STAR Methods).

U ðDBÞ = qB � pB + ð1 � qBÞ �
�
4B � UCommanual + ð1 � 4BÞ � UObligation

�
Equation 1

The central idea of this model is that upon receiving a favorDA from a benefactor A, the beneficiary B chooses an actionDB that maximizes

his/her overall utility U. This utility is comprised of a mixture of values arising from self-interest p weighted by a greed parameter q, and feel-

ings of communal concern UCommunal and obligation UObligation, which are weighted by the parameter 4 between 0 and 1. Larger 4 values

reflect the participant’s higher sensitivity to feelings of communal concern relative to the obligation.

To further reveal the psychological bases underlying the effect of TSD on reciprocity, we examined how TSD influenced (1) participants’

self-reported ratings of social emotions, including gratitude, guilt and the sense of obligation after receiving help; (2) trade-off between feel-

ings of communal concern and obligation basing on parameter 4 and (3) the contributions of these social emotions to reciprocal behavior.

First, (Sleep manipulation: TSD vs. SR) 3 2 (Condition: Repayment impossible vs. Repayment possible) two-way repeated measures

ANOVAs were conducted on participants’ self-reported social emotions. There were significant main effects of Condition on the obligation
iScience 27, 109155, March 15, 2024 3



Figure 3. Effects of total sleep deprivation on reciprocity behavior and emotional responses after receiving help

(A) Effects of total sleep deprivation on the participant’s reciprocity behavior (i.e., amount of reciprocate) (Two-way repeated measures ANOVA).

(B) Effect of total sleep deprivation on different concerns underlying reciprocity behavior using computational model (two-tailed paired t-test/Wilcoxon test).

(C) Mediation analysis to assess the relationship between Sleep manipulation and reciprocity behavior, using parameter 4 as the mediator (Mediation analysis).

(D) Effect of total sleep deprivation on the contributions of self-reported sense of obligation, gratitude and guilt to reciprocity behavior, respectively (Linear

mixed model).

(E) Mediation analysis to assess the relationship between Sleep manipulation and reciprocity behavior, using gratitude (regression beta) as the mediator

(Mediation analysis).

(F) Mediation analysis to assess the relationship between Sleep manipulation and reciprocity behavior, using guilt (regression beta) as the mediator (mediation

analysis). Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, n.s. = p > 0.05. SR, sleep-rested; TSD, total sleep deprivation.
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(F1,39 = 16.82, p < 0.001), gratitude (F1,39 = 90.08, p < 0.001) and guilt (F1,39 = 88.34, p < 0.001) (Figure S3). No significant main effect of Sleep

manipulation (obligation: F1,39 = 0.77, p = 0.385; gratitude: F1,39 = 0.07, p = 0.789; guilt: F1,39 = 0.18, p = 0.677) or interaction effect (obligation:

F1,39 = 1.10, p = 0.302; gratitude: F1,39 = 0.10, p = 0.755; guilt: F1,39 = 0.86, p = 0.361) was observed. These results indicated that TSD did not

significantly impact self-reported social emotion ratings after receiving help.

Second, from the perspective of individual difference, we applied computationalmodeling approach to quantitatively capture the effect of

TSD on different emotional motivations behind reciprocity.34 By estimating and comparing these two model parameters (q and 4) for each

participant in the two Sleep manipulations, we found that compared to SR session, in TSD session participants showed lower sensitivity to

feelings of communal concern relative to obligation, as reflected by the decreased parameter4 (t39 =�3.54, p< 0.001; Figure 3B). The relative

sensitivity to feelings of communal concern (parameter 4) mediated the effect of Sleepmanipulation on the amount of reciprocity (mediating

effect estimate = 0.51, SE = 0.14, Boot 95% CI = [0.26, 0.80]; Figure 3C). To our surprise, participants became less greedy (reflected by

decreased parameter q) in the TSD session compared with SR session (Z = �2.78, p = 0.005). Consistent previous studies,34 we found that

most participants had low q values (i.e., greed), but showed a wide range of individual differences in parameter 4. Therefore, our subsequent

analysis mainly focused on 4. These findings suggested that after TSD, individuals may consider less on the feelings of communal concern

relative to obligation, which resulted in the reduced amount of reciprocity.

To be noted, here the parameter 4 reflected the participant’s tradeoff between feelings of communal concern and obligation. A

decreased parameter 4 indicated a decreased weight on communal concern (i.e., gratitude and guilt), or an increased weight on obligation,

or both. To verify whether the decreased parameter 4 represented decreased weight on communal concern and to further dissociate the

effects of these three social emotions (gratitude, guilt and sense of obligation), we estimated the contributions of self-reported gratitude,

guilt and the sense of obligation to reciprocity behavior respectively for each participant in each Sleep session using linear mixed models

(LMMs). Results showed a significant interaction effect between Sleep manipulation and gratitude ratings on the amount of reciprocity

(b = 0.10G 0.04, t = 2.76, p = 0.006), and a significant interaction effect between Sleep manipulation and guilt ratings on the amount of reci-

procity (b = 0.11G 0.04, t = 2.93, p = 0.003) (Figure 3D; Table S2). Specifically, compared with SR session, participants were less likely to recip-

rocate due to changes in the feelings of gratitude and guilt (that is communal concern) in TSD session, which may contribute to their reduced

amount of reciprocity. No significant interaction effect between obligation ratings and Sleepmanipulation was observed (b = 0.04G 0.04, t =

0.90, p = 0.371; Figure 3D; Table S2). These results indicated that TSD decreased weight on communal concern (i.e., gratitude and guilt),

rather than increased weight on obligation.
4 iScience 27, 109155, March 15, 2024



Figure 4. Effects of total sleep deprivation on the brain activation related to reciprocity in Repayment possible and Repayment impossible conditions

(A) Whole-brain contrast of total sleep deprivation vs. sleep rested in the Repayment impossible condition.

(B) Parameter estimates (beta values) corresponding to the two conditions in two sleep sessions were extracted from precuneus (MNI coordinate:�9,�64, 35) for

illustrative purposes (Two-way repeated measures ANOVA).

(C) Correlation analysis between activation in left precuneus and parameter 4 (Pearson’s correlation analyses). Error bars indicate standard error of the mean.

PCC, posterior cingulate cortex; SR, sleep-rested; TSD, total sleep deprivation.
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To examine whether emotional motivations mediated the effects of TSD on reciprocal behavior, simple mediation model analyses and

multiple mediation model analyses were performed. Mediation analyses showed that the motivation role of gratitude to reciprocity (regres-

sion beta representing the contribution of gratitude to reciprocity) mediated the effect of Sleepmanipulation on reciprocity (mediating effect

estimate = 0.38, SE = 0.13, Boot 95%CI = [0.17, 0.67]; Figure 3E), while themotivation role of guilt in reciprocity (regression beta representing

the contribution of guilt to reciprocity) did not mediate the effect of Sleep manipulation on reciprocity (mediating effect estimate = 0.10,

SE = 0.07, Boot95% CI = [-0.01, 0.28]; Figure 3F). These results indicated that the feelings of communal concern (i.e., gratitude and guilt),

but not obligation, decreased after TSD, which resulted in the reduced reciprocity to the benefactor.
Neuroimaging bases underlying the effect of sleep deprivation on reciprocity

To examine the neuroimaging bases underlying the reduction in themotivation role of feelings of communal concern (i.e., gratitude and guilt)

and the resultant decreased reciprocity behavior triggered by TSD, we focused on the Outcome period in which participants learned about

benefactor’s decision to help and would thus infer benefactor’s intentions, generate emotional responses and decide how much to recipro-

cate (Figure 2). We fit two general linear models (GLMs) to each voxel’s timeseries to identify brain regions that showed differential responses

to benefactor’s help in TSD and SR sessions.

In the GLM1, we modeled Repayment possible condition and Repayment impossible condition as separate task-related regressors, and

defined two contrasts corresponding to the effect of these two conditions in first-level analysis (for details, see whole brain analysis in STAR

Methods). In second-level analysis, paired-t tests were conducted to reveal the differences between TSD and SR sessions. Whole-brain anal-

ysis revealed that compared with the SR session, participants exhibited increased activity in the precuneus/posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) in

the Repayment impossible session in TSD session (Figure 4A; Table 1; Clusters survive p < 0.001 at voxel level and pFWE< 0.05 at cluster level).

No other region was detected in the reverse contrast (i.e., SR > TSD) or in the Repayment possible condition under the same threshold. To

further examine the role of precuneus, we extracted the averaged neural activity in this region (MNI coordinate:�9,�64, 35) in four conditions

of 2 (Sleepmanipulation: TSD vs. SR)3 2 (Condition: Repayment impossible vs. Repayment possible) and conductedANOVA. Themain effect

of Sleep manipulation was significant (F1,39 = 19.70, p < 0.001): the activation in precuneus was significantly higher in the TSD session

compared with SR session (mean difference = 0.40 G 0.09, 95% CI = [0.22, 0.58], p < 0.001, Figure 4B). There was no significant interaction

effect between the two experimental factors (F1,39 = 0.34, p = 0.566). These results suggested that TSD caused a general increase in precuneus

activity when participants faced with others’ help.

To test whether the precuneus activity was related to behavioral changes, we examined the relationships between parameter 4 during

reciprocity generated from computational modeling and the activities in precuneus in Repayment possible and Repayment impossible con-

ditions, respectively. We observed significant negative correlations in both conditions (Repayment possible condition, r = - 0.28, p = 0.011;

Repayment impossible condition, r = - 0.38, p < 0.001; Figure 4C). The higher the activation in precuneus, the lower parameter 4 during reci-

procity, and thus resulted in the lower amount of reciprocity. These results identified precuneus, a critical area in default mode network (DMN)

that has been linked to social cognition51 and moral cognition,52 played an important role in the effect of TSD on reciprocity.

We then appliedGLM2 to explore brain regions in which activation varies as a function of participants’ amount of reciprocity in Repayment

possible and Repayment impossible conditions. In the GLM2, we appended trial-by-trial amount of reciprocity as a parametric modulator to

the regressors of Repayment impossible and Repayment possible conditions, respectively, and compared the differences between TSD and

SR sessions. At whole-brain level, no regions survived the threshold. As further exploratory analyses, we extracted and analyzed the para-

metric beta values of regions of interest (ROIs) selected from previous studies on reciprocity in favor-receiving context34,53 and reci-

procity-related emotions, e.g., gratitude,53 guilt54 and obligation34 (for details, see STAR Methods).
iScience 27, 109155, March 15, 2024 5



Table 1. Whole brain analysis

Regions Hemisphere t

Cluster size MNI coordinates

(voxels) x y z

Repayment impossible (TSD>SR)

Precuneus/PCC L 4.55 186 �9 �64 35

Precuneus R 4.15 18 �55 32

R 4.02 9 �61 29

PCC, posterior cingulate cortex; SR, sleep-rested; TSD, total sleep deprivation.
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On the one hand, we found that the main effect of Sleep manipulation on the neural response to reciprocity in the right TPJ (MNI coor-

dinate: 48, �52, 31)53 was significant (F1,39 = 9.62, p = 0.004): the neural response to reciprocity in the right TPJ was significantly decreased

no matter whether the benefactor knew that participants would reciprocate or not following TSD (mean difference = �0.06 G 0.02, 95%

CI = [�0.09, �0.02], p = 0.004; Figure 5A). There was no significant interaction effect between the two experimental factors (F1,39 = 0.07,

p = 0.793). To test the impact of a relative neural response change in the right TPJ within an individual on the parameter 4, Pearson’s corre-

lation analyses were performed. In both Repayment possible and Repayment impossible conditions, we observed significant TPJ activation-

behavior associations, with the higher the neural responses to reciprocity in the TPJ, the higher the participant’s sensitivity to feelings of

communal concern (parameter 4) during reciprocity (Repayment possible condition, r = 0.38, p < 0.001; Repayment impossible condition,

r = 0.45, p < 0.001; Figure 5B). These findings indicated the important role of right TPJ in supporting reciprocity that derived from feelings

of communal concern in Repayment possible and impossible conditions, which was significantly inhibited by TSD.

On the other hand, we observed that the neural response to reciprocity in the right DLPFC (MNI coordinate: 39, 8, 38)34 was significantly

reduced in Repayment impossible condition (t39 = �2.16, p = 0.037), but not in Repayment possible condition (t39 = �0.10, p = 0.920),

following TSD (although the interaction effect did not reach significance, F1,39 = 2.46, p = 0.125) (Figure 5C). Similarly, the neural

response to reciprocity in the right DLPFC was analyzed within individuals, considering person’s deviation from their average on a particular
Figure 5. Effects of total sleep deprivation on the TPJ and DLPFC activations related to reciprocity behavior

(A and C) Regions of interest of total sleep deprivation vs. sleep rested in the Repayment possible and Repayment impossible conditions. Parameter estimates

(beta values) corresponding to the two conditions in two sleep manipulation sessions were extracted from TPJ (MNI coordinate: 48, �52, 31) and DLPFC (MNI

coordinate: 39, 8, 38) for illustrative purposes (Two-way repeated measures ANOVA in right).

(B and D) Correlation analysis between activation in right TPJ, DLPFC and parameter 4, respectively (Pearson’s correlation analyses). Error bars indicate standard

error of the mean. DLPFC, dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex; SR, sleep-rested; TPJ, temporoparietal junction; TSD, total sleep deprivation.

6 iScience 27, 109155, March 15, 2024



Figure 6. Effects of total sleep deprivation on the reciprocity-related coupling of precuneus-thalamus and DLPFC-thalamus

(A and C) Higher functional connectivity between precuneus and thalamus, DLPFC and thalamus were found after receiving help following total sleep deprivation

relative to the sleep rested session (Two-way repeated measures ANOVA in right).

(B and D) Correlation analysis between precuneus-thalamus connectivity, DLPFC-thalamus connectivity and parameter 4, respectively (Pearson’s correlation

analyses). Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. *p < 0.05 indicates a significant main effect of Condition. DLPFC, dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex;

SR, sleep-rested; TSD, total sleep deprivation.
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sleep session. Consistently, we found that the neural response to reciprocity in the right DLPFC was positively correlated with the

participant’s parameter 4 during reciprocity in Repayment impossible condition (r = 0.40, p< 0.001), but not in Repayment possible condition

(r = -0.16, p= 0.153) (Figure 5D). These results indicated that the activation in right DLPFCmight support reciprocity that derived from feelings

of communal concern in Repayment impossible condition, and sleep deprivation significantly inhibited these activities.

We further performed psychophysiological interaction analyses (PPI)55 using precuneus, TPJ and DLPFC as seed regions which were

related to reciprocity behavior in the above results (see details in STAR Methods). There was a significant main effect of Sleep manipulation

on precuneus-thalamus connectivity (F1,39 = 19.64, p < 0.001) and DLPFC-thalamus connectivity (F1,39 = 20.30, p < 0.001) (Table S3): compared

with SR session, participants exhibited higher functional connectivity between left precuneus and left thalamus (mean difference = 0.64 G

0.14, 95% CI = [0.35, 0.93], p < 0.001; Figure 6A) as well as higher functional connectivity between right DLPFC and left thalamus (mean dif-

ference = 0.30 G 0.07, 95% CI = [0.16,0.43], p < 0.001; Figure 6C) in TSD session. No significant main effect of Condition on the functional

connectivity between DLPFC and thalamus (F1,39 = 2.84, p = 0.504) or interaction between the two experimental variables (left precuneus-

left thalamus: F1,39 = 0.11, p = 0.746; right DLPFC-left thalamus: F1,39 = 0.00, p = 0.984) (Table S3) was observed on these connectivities.

Here, these functional connectivities were normalized. Moreover, the strength of these connectivities were negatively correlated with the

parameter 4 during reciprocity (left precuneus-left thalamus: Repayment possible: r = �0.25, p = 0.026, Repayment impossible: r = �0.26,

p = 0.021; Figure 6B; right DLPFC-left thalamus: Repayment possible: r = �0.30, p = 0.008, Repayment impossible: r = �0.40, p < 0.001; Fig-

ure 6D). PPI analyses with TPJ as the seed region failed to survive the whole-brain cluster-level threshold. These findings suggested the func-

tional connectivities between precuneus and thalamus and between DLPFC and thalamus as the crucial neuroimaging bases underlying the

TSD effect on reciprocity, indicating that thalamus might play the role of the hub during this process.

DISCUSSION

Although earlier studies have shown that TSD may result in decreased reciprocity behavior, the underlying mechanisms are unknown. In the

study, we combined sleep manipulation, interactive task, computational modeling, and neuroimaging to explain this problem. Our findings
iScience 27, 109155, March 15, 2024 7
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established the following: (1) TSD reduced the participant’s reciprocity behavior by lowering the weight on communal concern; (2) TSD

increased activity within precuneus/PCC, yet a blunting of reactivity within the right TPJ and right DLPFC, and these neural changes were

related to the weight on communal concern; and (3) TSD increased the functional connectivity strength of precuneus-thalamus and

DLPFC-thalamus after receiving help, and these connectivity alterations were similarly associated with the weight on communal concern.

Behaviorally, we found that sleep loss led to reduced reciprocity behavior in response to benefactor’s help, which is consistent with pre-

vious study.14 Meanwhile, we further explored the effects of TSD on the psychological bases underlying reciprocity behavior and found that

the main reason for TSD-induced reduction in reciprocity was that participants felt less communal concern from benefactors. Our findings

were in line with previous study34 on social behaviors and morality in two aspects. First, from the perspective of reciprocity behavior driven

by internal factors, communal concern arises when individuals receiving altruistic favor. In response to others’ help, the communal concern is

suggested to drive the participant’s compliance with the norm of reciprocity for proximity seeking and not burdening the benefactor in favor

of self-interest.34,39,40,56,57 Therefore, we suggest that the lowing feelings of communal concern observed here reflects the impairment of

moral internalization process following TSD. This notion is supported by evidence showing that communal concern reflects participant’s

concern for perceiving care from benefactor and burdening the benefactor,34,36,40,57 while the sense of obligation reflects the participant’s

self-regarding concern for the anticipatory cost of repaying the benefactor.34,43 Second, from the perspective of reciprocity behavior driven

by external factors, the sense of obligation is suggested to drive the participant’s obey the norm of reciprocity due to external factors such as

the external pressure of the benefactor’s expectation for repayment and reputation in response to others’ favor.43,58 Consistent with previous

studies,9 there were no significant changes in sense of obligation following sleep loss. Considering that our findings suggest that there is no

significant change in benefactor’s expectation of repayment following TSD, this may partly explain why sleep deprivation does not signifi-

cantly alter the sense of obligation. As a result, the changes in reciprocity behavior observed following sleep loss were more likely to be ex-

plained by communal concern rather than obligation.

Our research not only confirmed the causative effect of TSD on individual reciprocity behavior, but also characterized the potential brain

mechanism associated with this changed phenotype of diminished reciprocity behavior. Specifically, we found that the underlying neuroi-

maging mechanism of above TSD effect involves hyperactivity in the DMN (precuneus/PCC),59 yet hypoactivity in the theory of mind network

(TPJ)10,11 and cognitive control network (DLPFC).60,61 Precuneus/PCC has been proved not only to link to social cognition such as emotions,62

self-referential thought63 and moral judgment,52 but also to involve in the regulation of social norms.64 When comparing the outcomes of

decisions for self and others, the precuneus is active, especially for pro-self individuals who rely more on self-referencing to compute the

best approach.65 Thus, our findings indicate that the activation of the precuneus, as a result of TSD, led to an increased emphasis on self-in-

terest and a tendency toward more selfish decision-making (returned less tokens). These findings indicated that important role of precuneus

in inhibiting reciprocity that derived from feelings of communal concern in Repayment possible and impossible conditions, with TSD signif-

icantly amplified these activities. The impairment of brain function caused by TSD not only directly affected reciprocity behavior, but also

affected communal concern which motivated reciprocity behavior. The researchers found that higher guilt ratings were associated with

decreased activation of the precuneus.66 Specifically, when individuals engaged in actions that resulted in harm to others compared to them-

selves, there was greater activation observed in the precuneus.67 Therefore, our study indicated that TSD-induced changes in precuneus were

involved in both reciprocity and its emotion motivations.

As a reciprocity-related region,68 TPJ is not only linked to empathy69 and perspective taking,70 but also involved in social norm71,72 in a

number of studies. Of note, our task needed to infer the intention of benefactor’s help beforemaking a reciprocal decision.34 Previous studies

have demonstrated that TSD-induced reduced activity in the TPJ is associated with impaired ability to infer the needs and perspectives of

others.10,11 This deficit further leads to perceiving less care from benefactors’ assistance, consequently resulting in decreased reciprocal de-

cision-making in response to their help under both repayment possible and repayment impossible conditions. Moreover, here we found that

the participants’ communal concern (gratitude and guilt) also increased as a function of TPJ activation in different conditions.73,74 For

example, TPJ has been shown to be correlated with gratitude.75 The TPJ is also activated in studies involving the guilt condition.73 Therefore,

our study suggests that TSD-induced changes in TPJ play an important role in the reduction of reciprocity behavior and its emotional

motivation.

As the brain region most vulnerable to TSD, DLPFC is involved in self-control,76 inhibition of self-interested impulse77 and reciprocity

behavior.34 Consistent with previous studies,34 we speculated that the DLPFC regulates underslept participants’ behavior mainly by influ-

encing communal concern processes. On the one hand, we found that the DLPFC was activated only in repayment impossible condition

following TSD. On the other hand, consistent with previous studies, we found a positive correlation between DLPFC and reciprocity. Previous

study indicated that the activation in right DLPFC increased as the gratitude increased when participants receiving help. The activation of the

right DLPFC was observed when individuals experienced feelings of guilt compared to shame.78We speculate that decreased DLPFC activity

affected internal factors (gratitude and guilt)67,73,74 of reciprocal behavior by influencing cognitive control.76 Consistently, these findings indi-

cated that important role of DLPFC in evoking reciprocity that derived from feelings of communal concern in repayment impossible condition,

with TSD significantly inhibited these activities.

In addition to precuneus hyperactivity and TPJ, DLPFC hypoactivity, we found that precuneus-thalamus and DLPFC-thalamus functional

connectivity correlated with the participant’s sensitivity to feelings of communal concern in reciprocity. The thalamus has been referred to as a

relay station for converging sensory information from diverse systems and supporting multiple cognitive and affective functions through the

connectivity between its subnuclei and cortical and subcortical regions (such as cognitive control network and the default network).79,80

Studies have found that decreased prosocial giving is associated with thalamic atrophy.81 Previous studies suggested that the thalamus could
8 iScience 27, 109155, March 15, 2024
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be an interacting node in this SD-affected network.82 Specifically, thalamus may affect the unstable reciprocal inhibition between task-related

FPN activity and DMN activity in the sleep-deprived state.82 Previous research has shown that egocentric bias reduces as thalamic activation

levels increase.83 Thalamic has been demonstrated to be activated by unpleasant conditions relative to the neutral condition.84 Therefore, we

speculated that underslept participants felt less communal concern when the benefactor’s cost was lower, supported by thalamic. Similar to

the previous study,85 participants exhibited stronger functional connectivity between the thalamus andprefrontal cortex following TSD.More-

over, recent studies indicated that increased functional connectivity between precuneus and thalamus was associated with the reward antic-

ipation during the monetary incentive delay task86 and cognitive control.87 Consistently, our study suggested the stronger DLPFC-thalamus

connections might be linked to emotional regulation88 and decision-making.89 Our results suggest that thalamus was recruiting precuneus

and DLPFC for regulation social emotion and triggered less reciprocity behavior.
Limitations of the study

There are some limitations in this study. Firstly, our current study only proves the impact of TSDon reciprocity behavior, and cannot explain the

impact of other phenotypes of sleep loss (sleep restriction, modest night-to-night variations in sleep) on reciprocal behavior. In order to effec-

tively assess the detrimental effects of sleep loss on individual social function, chronic sleep restriction and other techniques with higher

ecological validity are utilized in the future. Secondly, we used different test time schedules in SR (at 8:30 a.m.) and TSD (at 6:30 a.m.) sessions.

This was designed to simulate the difference in performance obtained at the start of the workday and the effect of having to work through a

night shift without sleep. Prior study has demonstrated that the homeostatic pressure induced by protracted wakefulness is adequate tomini-

mize the influence of circadian clock dependent alerting upon cognitive performance.90 Lastly, in light of the limited sample size and lack of

testing of the participants’ personality traits (e.g., gratitude and obligation), future studies should take individual variability into account when

examining how sleep deprivation affects reciprocity behavior, since interindividual variation in this impact has been found to be trait-like in a

larger sample.91

Our findings expand the limited body of research on sleep and prosocial behavior by investigating the effects of TSD on reciprocity and

emotional responses in real-life-like favor-receiving contexts. Our results suggest that sleep loss has a deleterious effect on reciprocal

behavior mediated by communal concern, with the precuneus, TPJ, DLPFC and thalamus all playing a crucial role. Our findings will reveal

the important role of sleep in prosocial behavior, help us understand the broader social consequences of sleep loss, and provide a theoretical

basis for improving the reciprocity of individuals with sleep loss.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Forty-four healthy college students were recruited in the study through advertisements and posters. Four participants were excluded from the

study due to (1) excessive head movements during fMRI scanning, (2) tattoo, (3) discomfort with sleep monitoring device, leaving 40 partic-

ipants (12males; age: 23.0G 1.5, 20–26 years). Participantsmet the following inclusion criteria: (1) college students between 18 and 26 years of

age, (2) right-handed, (3) regular sleep habits (sleeping no less than 6.5 h and no more than 9 h per night, sleep onset no later than 1:00 a.m.

and rising time before 9:00 a.m.), (4) scores no greater than 7 on the Pittsburgh SleepQuality Index (PSQI), (5) scores between 8 and 21 on the

Horne and Östberg Morningness-Eveningness Questionnaire (MEQ), (6) scores no greater than 10 on the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS), (7)

not on any long-term medications, (8) no symptoms/history of sleep disorders or psychiatric/neurologic disorders, (9) no traveling to a

different time zone, shift work or irregular sleep-wake routines in the past 2 months, (10) < 3 caffeine-containing drinks daily, (11) nonsmokers,

(12) no MRI contraindications, (13) normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Students majoring in psychology or economics were excluded from

participation, because they might be familiar with social decision-making. Participants were instructed to abstain from medications, caffeine

consumption and alcohol for 3 days before each study session to maintain a regular sleep-wake rhythm, verified by sleep diaries and wrist

actiwatch (Actiwatch Spectrum PRO, Philips Respironics). All participants were provided written informed consent, and were paid for their

involvement. The study was approved by the Research Ethics Review Board of Peking University Sixth Hospital. The trial was registered at

chictr.org.cn prior to the start of the study (ChiCTR2100047062).

METHOD DETAILS

General procedure

The study was a repeated-measures cross-over design, with two sessions carried out in a counterbalanced order: one night of rest with

portable sleep recording at their dormitory (i.e., sleep-rested, SR) and one night of sleep deprivation monitored by research assistants

and by a wrist actiwatch (i.e., TSD).

Participants were briefed on the study’s protocol and requirements and given the informed consent during the first visit. Moreover, they

completed a demographic questionnaire as well as completing the PSQI, ESS, MEQ, Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II), and Self-Rating

Anxiety Scale (SAS). At the end of the visit, participants were asked to maintain regular sleep habits in addition to keeping a sleep diary

and wearing a wrist actiwatch. Three days later, participants returned to the lab and were randomly allocated to either an SR session

(n = 24) or a TSD session (n = 16) (order counterbalanced). Participants attained 424G 38 min (s.d.) in bed across the three nights proceeding

the SD and 425G 40 min (s.d.) preceding the SR condition according to actigraphy data, with similar means obtained from sleep diaries data

(SD: 467 G 30 min (s.d.); SR: 463 G 44 min (s.d.))

InTSDsession,participants arrivedat the laboratory at 9:30p.m. andwereasked tostayawake for thewholenight.Their subjective sleepiness

wasevaluatedbyaVASandtheir vigilancewasmeasuredwith thePVTduring thefirst 10minof everyhour from10:00p.m.until 6:00 a.m. thenext
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day. Participants were only allowed to engage in nonstrenuous activities such as the use of the internet, reading, watching movies (except for

thrillermovies andcomedies), conversing andworkingona computer, and soon. Participantsweremonitoredbywrist actiwatch throughout the

day as well as by the research assistants in the lab. Then they completed the assessment of immediate affective state (PANAS)92 and subjective

sleepiness (KSS) at 6:00 a.m. in the followingmorning.Next, participants completed the fMRI scanning6:30 a.m., whichwasclose to thecircadian

nadir.93–95 The research assistant explained the experimental task to the participants. The experimental task consisted of three parts. Part 1 (the

main task)was conducted in the fMRI scanner,while Part 2 andPart 3were conductedoutside the scanner afterMRI scanning.Moreover, inorder

to ensure that participants understood the task requirements, they would practice 4 trials of the Part 1 of the task before scanning.

In SR session, participants arrived at the laboratory at 9:00 p.m. on the experimental day. They wore portable polysomnography (PSG) and

then went to the dormitory to ensure they had more naturalistic sleep. During this session, participants obtained an average of 411.5 G

68.5 min (s.d.) time asleep according to PSG. Participants returned to the lab at 8:00 a.m. the next day and removed electrodes. Then

they entered into the scanner at 8:30 a.m., which was the start time of a regular workday, and completed the same assessment and exper-

imental task as the TSD session.96 TSD and SR sessions were separated by at least 7 days apart (mostly 10 days).
Experimental task

In the interactive task (Figure 2), each participant came to the scanning room individually and was explained the task by research assistants.

Participants were instructed that they would participate in an interactive gamewhich consisted of two characters: Receiver and Benefactor. As

Receivers, the participants were to receive noise punishments in the game, and the Benefactor decided whether and how much monetary

endowments to spend to help the participant. Then, participants needed to estimate the number of monetary endowments the benefactor

expected them to reciprocate, and then determined how much monetary endowments they wanted to reciprocate.

Noise calibration

The participant first underwent calibrations of noise-bearing.97 The intensity of the noise stimuli was calibrated individually so that it was un-

pleasant but bearable. Specifically, after the participant put on the earphones, we gradually increased the intensity of the noise stimuli until

the participant reported ‘moderately unpleasant’ noise level. The intensity of noise stimulation was set to 6 on a 0–8 scale (0: "no feeling at

all"; 8: "unbearable") after participant-specific noise thresholds were calibrated.

The main task

In Part 1 of the interactive task, each participant playedmultiple single-shot trials of the interpersonal game as a Receiver with same-sex anon-

ymous Benefactors (the co-players). The participant was instructed that the co-player in each trial was distinct from the ones in any other trials

and only interacted with the participant once during the experiment. In each trial, the participant was to receive a 20-s noise stimulation with

the adverse level of 6. Each co-player was informed of the participant’s situation in the previous study and was endowed with 20 tokens (1

token represents 2 yuan). The co-player could decide whether to spend some of their tokens to reduce the duration of the participant’s noise

(i.e., benefactor’s cost, DA)– more money resulted in shorter durations of noise. The maximum noise reduction was 16 s to ensure that par-

ticipants felt some amount of noise stimulation on each trial.

Each trial began by informing the participant which benefactor from previous study was randomly selected as the co-player for the current

trial with a blurred picture of the co-player and their subject ID (Information period, 3–5 s). The co-player’s decision on howmuch they chose to

spend to help the participant was presented (Outcome period, 5 s). Next, the participant indicated how much he/she thought this co-player

expected him/her to reciprocate (i.e., second-order belief of the co-player’s expectation for repayment; continuous rating scale from 0 to 25

using a two-button curved response box in the right hand. These buttonsmoved the slider on the screen left and right in increments of 1 token

of the slider range, <12 s). At the end of each trial, the participant was endowedwith 25 tokens and decided howmuch they wanted to allocate

to the co-player as reciprocity from this endowment (DB, continuous choice from 0 to 25 using two-button, step of 1 token, <12 s). We focused

on the tokens that the participant allocated to co-player after accepting his/her help (i.e., reciprocity behavior).

Wemanipulated the perceived intention of the co-player by providing participants with extra information regarding the co-player’s expec-

tation of reciprocity (i.e., extra information about benefactor’s intention) below the co-player’s subject ID at the beginning of each trial. Each

participant was instructed that, some co-players were informed that the participant would be endowed with 25 tokens and could decide

whether to allocate some endowments to them as reciprocity (i.e., Repayment possible condition). The other co-players were informed that

the participant had no chance to reciprocate after receiving help (i.e., Repayment impossible condition). In fact, participants could reciprocate

inboth conditionsduring the task. Theendowmentof the co-player (gA) was always 20 tokens, and theendowmentof theparticipant (gB) in each

trial was always 25 tokens. Before and after the second-order belief rating period, a fixation cross was presented for a variable interval ranging

from 2 to 6 s, which was for the purpose of fMRI signal deconvolution. The scanning session consisted of three runs (in total 54 trials) and lasted

for approximately 39min. Each run lasted for 13min andconsistedof 18 trials, including the9 levels of thebenefactor’s cost (4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16,

18, 20) in Repayment possible condition and Repayment impossible condition, respectively, and trial order was pseudorandomized.

Post-task ratings

In Part 2, all of the decisions in Part 1 were displayed again in a random order. After being shown the co-player’s information and his/her de-

cision, the participant was asked to recall how much they believed the benefactor cared about them as well as their feelings of gratitude,
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obligation and guilt when they received the help of the co-player. Ratings were conducted on a scale from 0 to 100, with 0 representing ‘‘not at

all’’ and 100 representing ‘‘extremely intense’’. The rating order was counter-balanced across trials.

(1) ‘‘How much gratitude do you feel for this co-player’s decision?’’ (Gratitude)

(2) ‘‘How much pressure did you feel for the decider’s expectation for repayment?’’ (Obligation)

(3) ‘‘How much guilt do you feel for this co-player’s decision?’’ (Guilt)

(4) ‘‘How much do you think this decider cares about you?’’ (Perceived care)

At the end of the experiment, two trials in Part 1 were randomly selected to be realized. The participant received the average noise stim-

ulation in these two trials. The participant’s final payoff was the average amount of endowment the participant left for him/herself across the

chosen trials. The participant was instructed that the final payoff of each co-player was the amount of endowment the co-player left plus the

amount of endowment the participant allocated to him/her. Participants were informed of this arrangement before the experiment began.

Moreover, the question ‘‘Do you think that the benefactor selected to participate in the trial with you are satisfied with the payment they

received?’’ will be to test (dis)belief in they were actually playing with real other persons. No one were excluded from the analysis based

on this question.

Image acquisition

Images were acquired using a 3T GE-MR750 scanner with an 8-channel head coil at Peking University Sixth Hospital (Beijing, China). T2-

weighted echoplanar images (EPI) were obtained with blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast. Thirty-three transverse slices

of 4.2 mm thickness that covered the whole brain except the cerebellumwere acquired usingmultiband EPI sequence in an interleaved order

(repetition time = 2000 ms, echo time = 30 ms, field of view = 224 3 224 mm2, flip angle = 90�). A high-resolution T1-weighted image was

acquired using an MPRAGE sequence (192 sagittal slices; voxel size 1 3 1 3 1 mm).

fMRI preprocessing

The fMRI data preprocessing and univariate analyses were conducted using Statistical Parametric Mapping software SPM12 (Wellcome Trust

Department of Cognitive Neurology, London). Images were slice-time corrected, motion corrected, resampled to 3 mm 3 3 mm 3 3 mm

isotropic voxels, and normalized to MNI space using the EPInorm approach in which functional images are aligned to an EPI template, which

is then nonlinearly warped to stereotactic space. Images were then spatially smoothed with an 8 mm FWHM Gaussian filter, and temporally

filtered using a high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 1/128 Hz.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Behavior analyses

To investigate if participants’ sleepiness (KSS, VAS), vigilance (PVT) and affective state (PANAS) changed across the sleep-rested and TSD

session, a two-tailed paired t-test/Wilcoxon test was used. To investigate the effects of TSD on reciprocity after receiving help, a 2 within-sub-

ject (Sleep manipulation: TSD vs. SR)3 2 within-subject (Condition: Repayment impossible vs. Repayment possible) two-way repeated mea-

sures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used. In case of significance, post hoc Bonferroni analyses were performed. To test the relationships

between sleep loss-related changes in reciprocity behavior sleepiness and affective state, Pearson’s correlation analyses was performed.

To further explore the psychological bases underlying the effect of TSD on reciprocity behavior, 2 within-subject (Sleepmanipulation: TSD

vs. SR)3 2 within-subject (Condition: Repayment impossible vs. Repayment possible) two-way repeated measures ANOVA was used for par-

ticipants’ self-reported ratings of social emotions (gratitude, guilt and the sense of obligation).

Multilevel modeling

To quantitatively capture the effect of TSD on different emotional motivations behind reciprocity and reciprocal behavior, a computational

modeling approach was applied (Equation 1).34 The utility of each behaviorU(DB)wasmodeled based on the competing latent motivations of

self-interest, communal concern (guilt and gratitude), and obligation using Equation 1. (see STAR Methods).

For each trial, self-interest pB was defined as the percentage of tokens kept by the participant out of their endowment gB (Equation 2).

pB =
gB � DB

gA

(Equation 2)

For each trial, we defineUObligation as the appraisal of the amount of money that participant believes benefactor expect them to return (i.e.,

participant’s second-order beliefs EB’’) normalized by participant’s endowment size gB (Equation 3).

UObiligation = �
�
EB00 � DB

gB

�2

(Equation 3)

Moreover, we modeled the appraisals of second-order beliefs EB
00 of the benefactor’s expectation for repayment (Equation 4), and used it

to represent the feelings of obligation.34 For each trial, we modeled participant’s second-order belief EB
00 of how much they believed the
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benefactor expected them to reciprocate based on howmuch the benefactor decided to spend to helpDA and whether the benefactor knew

repayment was possible. EB’’ is operationalized asDA in the Repayment possible condition and zero in the Repayment impossible condition.

E 00
B =

�
0 Replacement impossible condition
DA Repayment possible condition

(Equation 4)

In contrast, we define UCommunal in terms of the appraisal of how much participant believes benefactor cares about their welfare (i.e.,

perceived care uB). UCommunal reflects a linear combination of both gratitude and guilt components.

UCommunal = �
�
uB � gB � DB

gB

�2

(Equation 5)

We assume that participant infers perceived care uB proportional to howmuch benefactor spentDA from his/her endowment gA and that

this effect might be mitigated by the amount of money participant believes benefactor expects them to return (i.e., second-order belief EB’’).

uB =
DA � KB � EB00

gA

(Equation 6)

k reflects the degree to which the perceived strategic intention EB’’ reduces the perceived altruistic intention uB. In each trial, the partic-

ipant’s perceived care uB was defined as a function of the benefactor’s cost DA and second-order belief EB’’ (Equation 6). Specifically, we

assumed that the perceived care from help increased as a linear function of how much the benefactor spent DA from his/her endowment

gA. That is, when received a specific amount of benefactor’s cost, if the participant thought this benefactor expected more repayment,

the less care the participant would perceive from the help. Here, the parameter k ranges from [0, 1] and represents the degree to which

the perceived strategic intention EB00 reduces the perceived altruistic intention uB.

To investigate if participants’ emotional motivations (q and 4) to reciprocal behavior changed across the SR and TSD session, a two-tailed

paired t-test/Wilcoxon test was used.

To further dissociate the effects of TSD on the participants’ emotional motivations (sense of obligation, gratitude and guilt), we used three

LMMs using the lmerTest version 3.1–3 packages in R version 4.1.1. In the LMM for obligation, the amount of reciprocity was treated as a

dependent variable, and ratings of obligation, Sleepmanipulation and the interaction between these two factors were included as predictors,

with participant as a random intercept and slope. In the LMM for gratitude, the amount of reciprocity was treated as a dependent variable, and

ratings of gratitude, Sleep manipulation, and the interaction between these two factors were included as predictors, with participant as a

random intercept and slope. In the LMM for guilt, the amount of reciprocity was treated as a dependent variable, and ratings of guilt, Sleep

manipulation and the interaction between these two factors were included as predictors, with participant as a random intercept and slope.

To test whether the effect of TSD on reciprocity behavior could be mediated by participants’ emotion motivations, median analysis was

performed. In the median analysis for communal concern, we set the reciprocity (the amount of reciprocity) as the independent variable,

communal concern (4) as mediating variable, and the Sleepmanipulation as the dependent variable. Similar settings were applied to the me-

dian analysis for the motivation role of gratitude to reciprocal behavior (regression beta representing the contribution of gratitude to recip-

rocal behavior) and the motivation role of guilt to reciprocal behavior (regression beta representing the contribution of guilt to reciprocal

behavior), respectively. To test these indirect pathways, we bootstrapped the indirect effect 5000 times using the SPSS version of process

(http://www.processmacro.org/download.html).
fMRI data analyses

Whole-brain analysis

To examine the neuroimaging bases underlying the reduction in themotivation role of feelings of communal concern (i.e., gratitude and guilt)

and the resultant decreased reciprocity behavior triggered by TSD, we focused on the Outcome period. In this period, participants learned

about benefactor’s decision to help and generated emotional responses and decided how much to reciprocate. We conduced GLM1 and

GLM2 to identify brain regions that showed differences between TSD and SR session from the perspective of general responses and the

perspective of neural responses to reciprocity, respectively. In both the two GLMs, we included two key regressors for the two types of

the trials in the task: Repayment possible condition and Repayment impossible condition of the Outcome period (5s). Other regressors

for theGLM1 included: (a) Information period (onset of the presentation of the benefactor’s picture and extra information regarding intention,

3-5s), (b) Second-order belief rating period (starting from the time the rating screen presented and spanning to the time that the participant

made choice, <12s), (c) Allocation period (starting from the time the rating screen presented and spanning to the time that the participant

made choice,<12s), (d) Missed responses (the missing decision period for second-order belief or allocation, 12s), and (e) six head motion

realignment parameters. In the GLM2, we add each participant’s trial-by-trial amount of reciprocity as parametric modulators on the two

key regressors (Repayment possible condition and Repayment impossible condition). Other regressors were the same as GLM1. For both

of the two GLMs, events in each regressor were convolved with a double gamma canonical hemodynamic response function. For the

GLM1, contrasts were defined as the positive effects for the two key regressors of the two conditions. For the GLM2, contrasts were defined

as the positive effects for the two parametric modulators of the two conditions. In the second-level analysis, we used a two-tailed paired t-test

(TSD vs. SR) to assess group-level effects with resulting contrasts from the first-level models.
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For whole brain analyses, all results were corrected for multiple comparisons using cluster correction p < 0.05 with a cluster-forming

threshold of p < 0.001, which attempts to control for family wise error (FWE) using Gaussian Random Field Theory.98

ROI analysis

To further identify the specific activation pattern of each region identified in whole-brain analyses, in GLM1, we extracted and averaged the

beta values of 27 voxels around the maximum activation peak in each region of interest (ROI) for each participant and each condition as the

indicator of neural activity in region. These averaged beta values were then fed into 2 (Sleepmanipulation: TSD vs. SR)3 2 (Condition: Repay-

ment impossible vs. Repayment possible) ANOVAs. To examine brain-behavior associations, we analyzed the relationship between the beta

(b) values of each ROI and the relative sensitivity to feelings of communal concern (parameter 4) during reciprocity generated from compu-

tational modeling using Pearson’s correlation analyses. All variables were normalized before Pearson’s correlation analyses. Normalized 4 on

a particular sleep session was calculated as 4TSD/SR- (4TSD+ 4SR)/2, normalized b of each ROI was calculated as bTSD/SR- (bTSD+ bSR)/2.

As further exploratory analyses, in GLM 2 we extracted and analyzed the parametric beta values of ROIs selected from previous studies on

reciprocity in favor-receiving context34,53 and reciprocity-related emotions, e.g., gratitude,53 guilt54 and obligation,34 including left right dor-

sal lateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC, peak MNI:�45, 5, 29), right DLPFC (peak MNI: 39, 8, 38); left inferior parietal lobule (IPL, peak MNI:�54,

�40, 53), right IPL (peak MNI: 51, �28, 47), Right temporoparietal junction (TPJ, peak MNI: 48, �52, 31), left TPJ (�57, �61, 26), perigenual

anterior cingulate cortex (pgACC, peak MNI: 9, 50, 1), ACC (peak MNI: �3, 20, 22), ACC (peak MNI: �5, 23, 28), anterior middle cingulate

cortex (peak MNI: 0, 34, 16), dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (peak MNI: �9, 44, 41), left insula (peak MNI: �30, 16, 18), and right insula

(peak MNI: 36, 30, �8). Following ANOVAs and correlation analyses were the same as GLM1.

Functional connectivity analysis

To examine the effects of TSD on reciprocity behavior depending not only on neural activities but also functional connectivities between brain

regions, we performed PPI55 using precuneus (peakMNI:�9,�64, 35), TPJ (peakMNI: 48,�52, 31) and DLPFC (peakMNI: 39, 8, 38) that were

shown related to reciprocity behavior in the above analysis results as seed regions. Each seed was defined as a sphere with a radius of 3 mm

centered on the coordinates of the peak point. Functional linkage time series were extracted using GLM1 design matrix, which mainly

included three regressors: (1) the BOLD signal time course from the seed region (physiological regressor); (2) task-related encoding activation

(psychological regressor). Two psychological regressors were defined to access the strength of functional connectivity between the seed re-

gion and each voxel in the whole-brain in Repayment possible and Repayment impossible conditions respectively: Repayment possible con-

dition vs. baseline activation (fixation screen), and Repayment impossible condition vs. baseline activation; (3) the PPI term, reflecting the

product of the deconvolved time course in the seed regions with a vector representing the order of the psychological variables of interest

(PPI regressor). The model also included the regressors of six movement-related covariates to minimize the influence of head movement

on the results. These matrices were defined separately for each Sleep manipulation (TSD and SR sessions). At second-level analysis, the

PPI contrastmaps of the four conditions (2 Sleepmanipulation3 2Condition) were fed into a 23 2 flexible factorial analysis to identify regions

that showed significant main effect of Sleep manipulation, main effect of Condition and interaction effect, respectively. All results were cor-

rected for multiple comparisons using cluster correction p < 0.05 with a cluster-forming threshold of p < 0.001, which attempts to control for

FWE using Gaussian Random Field Theory.98 To examine brain-behavior associations, we analyzed the relationship between the functional

connectivity of each seed region and the relative sensitivity to feelings of communal concern (parameter 4) during reciprocity using Pearson’s

correlation analyses. All variables were normalized before Pearson’s correlation analyses. Normalized functional connectivity (FC) on a partic-

ular sleep session was calculated as FCTSD/SR- (FCTSD+ FCSR)/2.
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